
Face recognition technology
FaceVACS-Entry VS

for person verification processes in border control eGates

 captures optimal facial images for fast, accurate 
identification processes

 compares live facial images to biometric photos stored in 
ID documents

 determines liveness/presentation of a human face
 performs instant biometric verification to allow entry to 

traveler or deny access
 allows travelers to complete self-service border control 

procedures in a few seconds
 integrates easily into eGates at airports, harbors and  

other border checkpoints
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video cameras within mobile unit detect the person’s 
face and acquire facial images

mobile unit moves into optimal vertical position 
based on face location in less than 2 seconds

monitor shows live image of the person

active LED lighting illuminates the scene for 
optimized image capture

monitor displays user instructions based on facial 
analysis

presentation attack sensor checks for human faces 
vs. 2D/3D artifacts

Core software performs verification; person is 
allowed to proceed or receives further instructions

Features and process
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Cognitec is the only company worldwide that has worked exclusively on face recognition 
technology since its inception in 2002. Various independent evaluation tests have proven 
the premier performance of the FaceVACS® software. Cognitec’s portfolio includes 
products for facial image database search, recorded video investigation, real-time video 
screening and people analytics, border control, ICAO compliant photo capturing and facial 
image quality assessment. Corporate headquarters are located in Dresden, Germany; other 
offices in Rockland, MA, USA and Sydney, Australia.
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Product components
FaceVACS-Entry consists of the panel P5 (hardware and firmware) 
and the face recognition software Core.

Panel P5
 modular, flexible design
 mobile unit holds monitor, eight LEDs and two video cameras
 monitor displays mirror live image, a moving face marker and 

static silhouette for facial position guidance, and other user 
instructions

 performs measurements for face position, frontal pose, still 
gaze, eyes open and mouth open

 fast height adjustment according to face position
	installs onto certified glass surfaces or can be ordered with glass 

cover
 proprietary sensor detects presentation attacks (masks, printed 

images, video material)

Core
 incorporates Cognitec’s latest face recognition algorithm
 delivers industry-leading accuracy levels: 0.1 % false 

acceptance rate, at less than 2 % false rejection rate
 verifies live images against previously recorded images in ID 

documents and/or facial images in databases
 triggers signal to instantly grant or deny access according to the 

person’s security status
 includes user-friendly interface for easy integration into border 

control solutions
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